High apartment demand prompts action

Students allowed to reapply

BY DYLAN ALBERT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Discontent among Ithaca College students over Fall 2024 housing assignments for apartment prompts action from the Office of Residential Life. For the first time, Res Life allowed students who originally applied for Circle Apartments in groups of four – and could not be allotted one – to reapply in groups of five to potentially secure an apartment.

According to the reapplication email sent March 20, Res Life identified 14 five-person Circle Apartments that could be allotted to 51 four-person groups that applied.

Junior Anya Watkins, who will be a senior in Fall 2024, applied to a Circle Apartment but was placed in a Garden Apartment.

Watkins was then reassigned to a Circle Apartment after the reapplication process. Watkins said she had concerns about other students being unable to secure their preferred housing options because of high competition.

“I’m happy we were able to secure a Circle, but I wish the process wasn’t as difficult as it was,” Watkins said. “We had to jump through so many hoops… I felt bad because most people didn’t get their first choice and there was so much competition, not only in the initial selection, but in the reapplication.”

High demand for apartments

According to the initial housing assignment email sent out March 20, 1,905 students listed an apartment as their top choice with only 1,100 beds in the Circles and Gardens complex available. Res Life received 128 four-person apartment requests, while only 76 four-person apartments are available.

For the 2024–2025 academic year, there is a high demand for four-person Circle Apartments, Gardens Apartments, single rooms in Lower Quads and single rooms in Towers. However, the availability of apartments cannot keep up with the student demands.

There are 45 four-person apartments, however, six of those are designated for apartment

Renovation temporarily impacts upper-campus access

BY JADYN DAVIS
SENIOR WRITER

Ithaca College commenced the Terrace Elevator Connector project, which involves construction at Terrace Dining Hall, April 1. The college expects the project to be completed before Fall 2024, however, there is a possibility Terrace Dining Hall will be closed for a part of the semester if renovations are not finished by the expected timeline.

Reginald Briggs, senior director of Dining Services, said the goal is to have a substantial amount of the work in the dining hall done by August.

Briggs said there have been talks of alternative options, like a mobile kitchen.

“I spent a lot of time trying to think of alternatives,” Briggs said. “We were all in agreement that the Campus Center dining hall doesn’t have the capacity to serve the whole student population for seven to eight weeks.”

In October 2023, the project, which is a part of the college’s master plan, was approved by the Town of Ithaca Planning Board.

This is one of the goals of the Ithaca Forever Strategic Plan, a five-year plan aimed to address long-term institutional goals and make advancements to the campus.

Tim Downs, vice president of Finance and Administration and chief financial officer, said via email that the project costs $4 million to complete; the major costs of the project are the materials used and labor.

Downs said the college has not taken any new debt to complete the project.

The project includes a new elevator that will make six stops through the ground floor of the Terrace Dining Hall up to Terrace 1, an accessible walkway that will connect Baker Walkway and the Terrace Bridge level to the dining hall, and two all-gender bathrooms on the ground floor of the dining hall. The only accessible entrance to the dining hall is on the west side of the building.

Construction officially started April 1 and certain areas inside and near the dining hall are restricted. In an Intercom post sent by Teresa McClatchie, associate vice president in the Office of Facilities, he said the southeast stairwell of the dining hall will be closed and students living in Towers will have to get their mail in the Towers Concourse mail lockers.

McClatchie said that even though some of the temporary changes, like where students can get mail and the closure of the southeast stairwell entrances, might cause some frustrations, he wants to be able to get as much construction done from now to August so that the dining hall can be used during the 2024 academic year.

“There’s no doubt if this was a project that we knew that could be completed in two months, then we would wait [to start during] June–July, which is what we do with most of the construction around campus,” McClatchie said. “90% of the work we do is done when classes are out or if summer classes are here.”

Jeffrey Golden, associate vice president of Auxiliary Services, said
Egypt set to increase budget for its health sector next fiscal year

Egypt will increase health sector allocations in the next general budget to 495.6 billion pounds ($10.4 billion), according to the country’s finance minister. The North African country’s upcoming fiscal year is set to begin in July.

Mohamed Mait, Egypt’s minister of finance, said in a statement that this reflects an annual growth rate of 24.9 percent compared to the funds allocated for the sector in the current fiscal year.

This is in line with the nation’s goal to improve medical services for citizens, which is also an objective of Egypt’s Vision 2030.

Jordan’s new mining strategy will make it a mining state by 2033

Jordan’s mining sector is set to grow substantially, with projections indicating that its contribution to the nation’s gross domestic product will reach 2.1 billion Jordanian dinars ($2.9 billion) by 2033. This is in line with the kingdom’s National Mining Strategy, which aims to transform Jordan into a mining state by 2033, as outlined in the newly announced initiative to transform Jordanian dinars ($2.9 billion) by 2033.

Up from 0.7 billion dinars in 2023, this ambitious target is part of the government’s new plan that was launched to transform Jordan into a mining state by 2033, as outlined in the country’s National Mining Strategy. The strategy emerges from its Economic Modernization Vision and is backed by investment-stimulating procedures in mineral exploration.

Saudi Arabia has launched the kingdom’s first EV car brand

As Saudi Arabia spearheads the transition toward sustainable solutions, electric vehicles are surging ahead and are expected to revolutionize transportation in the Middle East. But the question remains: Will they soon become a part of our daily lives?

When Saudi Crown Prince Moham med bin Salman launched the kingdom’s first automotive brand, Ceer, in 2022 to produce, design, manufacture and sell electric vehicles, his message and ambitions were clear.

Saudi Arabia wasn’t merely establishing an automotive brand. The crown prince emphasized that the kingdom was “igniting a new industry and ecosystem.”

German airline suspends flights after Iran’s attack on Israel

Germany’s flagship airline Lufthansa is temporarily suspending several flights to cities in the Middle East, it said April 14, amid wider disruption unleashed by Iran’s attack on Israel.

The measure affects regular flights to and from Tel Aviv in Israel, to Erbil in Iraq and Amman in Jordan, the Lufthansa Group said on its website.

Landslide in Indonesia triggered by heavy rains kills 14 people

At least 14 people have died and another is missing after torrential rains triggered landslides on Indonesia’s Sulawesi Island, an official said April 14.

Abdul Muhari, spokesperson for the National Disaster Management Agency, said that four houses in Tanaroro district of South Sulawesi province were buried in the landslides, injuring two villagers.

Rescuers are still searching for a missing villager in the hilly South Makale village, Muhari said.

Iran retaliates against Israel with drone strike

Iran’s Revolutionary Guards confirmed early April 14, 2024, that a drone and missile attack was under way in Jerusalem against Israel in retaliation for a deadly April 1 drone strike on its Damascus consulate.
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Laundry malfunctions spark concern

BY KAI LINCKE
STAFF WRITER

As some Ithaca College students are concerned about laundry machines in residence halls breaking down for several days, the Office of Residential Life is working to decrease disruptions to laundry services.

Since the start of Spring 2024, clothes caught on fire in a dryer in Holmes Hall, clothes overheat- ed in a Bogart Hall dryer and a washing machine in Terrace 3 started smoking.

Laundry service provider

Senior Violet Van Buren has been a resident assistant in Terrace 12 since Fall 2021. She said her building has consistently struggled with laundry machines that do not work.

“Right now we’ve got two washers that work,” Van Buren said. “One of them is just sort of off to the side for some reason. … It worked for the first month and now has not been fixed since and they used it so that we can’t use it.”

Jenny Pickett, assistant direc- tor of Residential Life and Student Conduct and Community Stan- dards, said the laundry machines are breaking down frequently because they are reaching the end of their lives. She said the college will not receive new machines un- til it starts a new contract with a laundry service provider.

Pickett said the college’s seven-year contract with CSC Service Works, the company the college leased the machines from, ended in May 2023. Pickett said that in discussions for a new contract, CSC planned to raise the price of each machine by $10 monthly — which would have increased the college’s cost of laundry services for its total of 308 machines by $3,696 per month.

Addressing concerns

Town Resident Director Sally Greenfield said that keeping track of out-of-order machines has been challenging.

“What has actually been hap- pening, since we started being more carefully monitoring, is that they’re up and running, and then that same machine might go down again,” Greenfield said.

Pickett said/res Life is focusing by sending out email blasts after incidents like smoking washers with tips for laundry and pictures of where students should cut off loading laundry.

“Towels are acknowledged that there are older machines and we know they need to be replaced, but some of the issues we see are user error,” Pickett said. “I know that we’re try- ing to figure out a way to get us new machines, but we also need students to pay attention … and be good citizens.”

New health center role expands insurance education

BY KAELEIGH BANDA
ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR

Beginning Fall 2024, Ithaca College’s Ham mond Health Center will add a new health insurance navigator position to help students understand their health insurance and what it covers.

This new role is being added to the center to ensure that trouble understanding insurance is not something that prevents students from receiving the care they need.

For many students, college is their first ex- perience dealing with direct health insurance and other aspects of adulthood. Students have expressed confusion and concern over health insurance at the center.

The navigator will give students personal help with their insurance to help combat any confusion students may have.

There will only be one navigator to start, but if the position is well received, there might be more.

Bonnie Prunty, vice president of Student Life and Campus Affairs, said she brought the idea of this position to the college after being inspired by Bucknell University in Pennsylvania.

When Hammond Health Center partnered with Cayuga Health Systems, Ithaca College started to do outreach to learn from other schools on their health insurance.

Prunty said she was intrigued by Bucknell’s health insurance navigator and thought it would be a good idea to have someone to help students understand a complex health insur ance system in the U.S.

“I’m really hoping what we find [in the new position] just helps with access to the health center, so we don’t hear about a student who maybe didn’t seek the service that they needed at that health center because they were worried about what their bill was going to look like or whether their bill was going to be covered by their insurance or not,” Prunty said. “My real goal is about access and not waiting there to be a barrier for students.”

Before students even start college, the nav- igator will help students and families decide whether to choose their own insurance or the school’s Student Health Insurance Plan (SHIP). Then, when the student gets to college, the navigator can guide students through what their plan covers and how much visits will cost. After a visit, if a student receives an over- billing bill, the navigator can show them the best route to payment.

Prunty said the position has been in the works since the partnership with Cayuga Health Systems first happened in 2022.

In order to make the position possible, there needed to be some staffing changes to then have salary dollars to move around to cre ate a new role.

The operations manager position was cut and the director of Student Health Services, nurse manager and office coordinator have tak en on in responsibilities.

The interview process has already started and the application is still open. Grace Web ster, office coordinator for Hammond Health Center, said they interviewed one candidate already and have one more lined up. The center hopes to have someone hired as soon as possible.

“I’m excited about the candidate pool that we have right now and we will have more inter views lined up,” Webster said. “And then from there, we can hopefully get somebody that can help out the whole student body, especially with the new students coming in.”

This new role is being added to the college’s Hammond Health Center in Fall 2024. It will help students understand their health insurance.

In August 2022, we prior to that, the college fully funded all the visits in the health center, but that model just wasn’t sustainable,” Metzgar said. “So we partnered with Cayuga Medical, and the students can be seen through the Presentations Question Form, which will close at 11:59 p.m. April 19. Campus commu- nity members can get access to a hard copy version of the Key Findings Report by contacting campusclimate@ithaca.edu.

Laundry machines across Ithaca College’s campus have caused disruptions in several residence halls. Residential Life said it is working to lease laundry machines from a different provider.

IC releases key survey findings

BY VIVIAN ROSE
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The Campus Climate Committee co-chairs released the results of the Campus Climate Sur- vey in an email sent to the campus community April 16.

According to the results of the survey that was completed in Fall 2023, 69% of the 1,987 people who responded reported feeling very comfortable or comfortable with the climate of the college, while 12% reported feeling uncom fortable or very uncomfortable. There are more than 6,200 people — staff, faculty and students — at the college.

The campus community will have two op- portunities to hear from Rankin Climate — a company that assesses institutional climate and specifically works with the college’s work- ing committee — about the results in depth April 25.

The Key Findings Report will be explained from 12–10:30 p.m. in Emerson Suites and a livestream will be available as well. The full recording can be found on the climate report’s website. The presentation will also be offered at 4–5 p.m. in Terrace 12.

Each presentation will feature a Q&A session with the representatives and those in at tendance, and can be viewed through the Presentations Question Form, which will close at 11:59 p.m. April 19. Campus commu- nity members can get access to a hard copy version of the Key Findings Report by contacting campusclimate@ithaca.edu.

Each presentation will feature a Q&A session with the representatives and those in at tendance, and can be viewed through the Presentations Question Form, which will close at 11:59 p.m. April 19. Campus commu- nity members can get access to a hard copy version of the Key Findings Report by contacting campusclimate@ithaca.edu.

Each presentation will feature a Q&A session with the representatives and those in at tendance, and can be viewed through the Presentations Question Form, which will close at 11:59 p.m. April 19. Campus community members can get access to a hard copy version of the Key Findings Report by contacting campusclimate@ithaca.edu.

Each presentation will feature a Q&A session with the representatives and those in at tendance, and can be viewed through the Presentations Question Form, which will close at 11:59 p.m. April 19. Campus community members can get access to a hard copy version of the Key Findings Report by contacting campusclimate@ithaca.edu.
Assistant: Ryan McCarty said changes are being made to housing for the 2023–25 academic year. McCarty said the college is converting larger triplets in Emerson Hall, which have two separate rooms and one shared bathroom, to accommodate four people, giving priority to juniors and seniors.

There are so much time to fix the things that don’t seem to be going right. Right for you right now, McCarty said. I think [students’] time is better spent on worrying about their finals. Because I guarantee that two of you are going to end up in a place you want to be.

When it comes to meal plans, students who live in dorm buildings are required to register for the Residence Plan. The plan consists of meal plans starting at $6,870 for the academic year.

The college requires students to live on campus until their junior year. When students can live off campus, they often have to consider renting more expensive than 94% of other FMR areas national average as of 2024.

The Ithaca FMR area is more expensive than other FMR areas with an average Fair Market Rent for a two-bedroom apartment, giving priority to seniors.

Golden,ppo said options like these offer affordable, unconventional opportunities to upperclassmen. Offering something like this for seniors and graduate students puts them in a situation where they’re on campus, but it’s a slightly different vibe.

It’s hard for students trying to live independently. A lot of people forget that accessibility goes beyond wheelchair accessibility. It’s like some of us can get up those three or four steps that are in the second-floor entrance, but it’s much more difficult to get off those three flights.

As construction continues, some students are experiencing difficulties getting into and around the dining hall because of the restricted areas.

Sophomore Oakley Welting, president of the Disabled Students’ Alliance, said that while they are excited about the new renovations, the construction has caused the dining hall to become more inaccessible to students because of the restricted areas.

“Definitely more difficult to use the dining hall because it’s just a lot more stairs,” Welting said. “A lot of people forget that accessibility goes beyond wheelchair accessibility. It’s like some of us can get up these three or four steps that are in the second-floor entrance, but it’s much more difficult to get off those three flights.”

McClatchie said this project will allow for more accessibility between the upper campus and the lower campus, and the elevator and the connector will make it easier to traverse the entire campus.

“I just think that the big aspect of this is that it just opens up so many possibilities now that just haven’t been there before,” McClatchie said. “We’re excited about this, we think it’s a needful addition to what we have and it just makes a lot of sense. In many ways it is an incentive sort of thing but if you don’t need it you can just use the elevator or, and it just has an indoor hallway now that you never have before to get to your floor so I tend to think there are benefits for all.”

CONTACT: DALBERT@ITHACA.EDU
BY JACQUELYN REAVES
NEWSLETTER EDITOR

In a meeting with the Ithaca College Student Governance Council on March 25, Shana Gore, associate vice president of enrollment operations, management and student success, announced that the college will be unregistering students with outstanding debts between $7,000-$10,000 starting Aug. 15.

In the meeting with the SGC, Gore said he changed 2008's bill system from Quikpay, Nelnet and the 1098-T to Transact which primarily affects students who are not on a payment plan and have not communicated with the Student Financial Services about their financial situation and if they will pay off their debts.

Gore said to The Ithacan via email that she wanted to clarify that the new system is being implemented to help students navigate the financial aid process and, while the system is being changed, the deadlines are still the same as the previous semesters.

"The new system is being implemented to be more transparent and user-friendly for students, as well as to offer more payment options," Gore said. "For several years, IC bills have been due prior to the start of the semester, usually Aug. 10 for fall bills, and Jan. 10 for spring bills. We are continuing with those deadliness and removing registration for non-payment is adhering to that deadline for all students.

Gore suggested that students who deal with financial hardship and know they will not be able to pay off their bill by the due date should reach out to SFS and communicate with the office.

She also said students who pay their bill after being unregistered will not register for their classes based on the availability of classes left.

Student senator Matthew Dalfonzo-23 said he thought the change would only make attending the college harder for students.

"It’s hard enough to get classes that students are required to take,” Coppola said. "(This seems like it) disproportionately affects students who already struggle with school.”

Coppola said that he had many issues with SFS, leading him needing to work multiple jobs just to afford tuition, and that his financial aid was not consistent.

"I always needed more than I was getting," Coppola said. "Whenever I would earn more financial aid, they would just say that my needs were already being met and take it out of the same aid... if my needs were being met then I would not be taking on a (residential) 10-hour-plus position and then also take on work paid for.”

First-year student LaFon Pigford is a first-generation student and the first-gen senator for SGC. Pigford said the decision to unenroll students who have debts is a decision that will make college inaccessible for students who are experiencing financial hardship.

For someone who did not have enough financial aid, it can be extremely dangerous for that student,” Pigford said. "The reason being that they can’t afford it. They will not be able to afford a higher education. We live in a world where there are certain ways for this college to be more affordable.”

Shadayvia Wallace, program director of the MLK Scholars and First-Gen Center, said a good way to raise awareness is by having a listening session with students and faculty to discuss how the change would help more students become aware of their language, the importance of using gender-inclusive language.

"For someone who is more involved with SFS, they might have. I always needed more than I was getting," Coppola said. "Whenever I would earn more financial aid, they would just say that my needs were already being met and take it out of the same aid... if my needs were being met then I would not be taking on a (residential) 10-hour-plus position and then also take on work paid for.”

"I think having [an information session] so students are aware [would help],” Wallace said. "Everybody may not have social media [or] pay attention to their email, [and] more in-person opportunities to communicate with [SFS].”

Gore wanted to emphasize that communication with families and students would be constant and that students would know that they are being unregistered before it happens.

"If students have a family member or supporter who helps with paying the bill, they should add them as an authorized payer so that the supporter receives all important billing communications,” Gore said. "Students are always encouraged to contact SFS to discuss their individual circumstances and learn about various options available.”

CONTACT JREAVES@ITHACA.EDU

SGC talks course feedback and inclusive language use

BY JACQUELYN REAVES
NEWSLETTER EDITOR

The Ithaca College Student Governance Council met April 15 to hear from David Gondek, associate professor in the Department of Biology and chair of Faculty Council, to give Council met April 15 to hear from David on how the students performed in the course.

Gondek then asked SGC members if they had any questions or feedback based on the information.

Senior Noah Kamens, club athlete senator, said the form should have open-ended questions to fully capture the student experience in a class.

"[Having open-ended questions] gives you an opportunity to explain more about what you were looking for and what you’re satisfied or unsatisfied about,” Kamens said.

Gondek mentioned to the council that he would like to have a longer conversation with the council about the changes that will be made to the student statements but recognized that it would be better for him to come on a different day as a guest speaker.

Dalfonzo then gave a presentation that explained her position at the LGBT+ Center, introduced Pride Fellow Lee Lyson who was not able to make it to the meeting and reminded the council that the center is located in Tower’s concourse.

Dalfonzo also talked about the resources the center offers students. This ranges from the gender-affirming closet that allows students to donate and swap out clothes; the Open Pages residential learning community for people who identify as transgender and non-binary; and a voice and communication modification program that allows students to work with speech pathologists to train their voice to sound how they want it to sound.

Dalfonzo also explained more about upcoming events that the center is hosting, including a celebration of the Lavender Graduation, an event where all the graduating students who identify as LGBTQ+, and a dinner that the center holds at the end of every semester. This semester, the event will be held April 18.

Gondek also let the council know ways that they could be more gender-inclusive with their language. Dalfonzo said it is important to listen to members of the community the language directly affects when deciding what language is offensive.

"Think about the meaning behind our words,” she said. "Many words and phrases have problematic histories and undertones.”

"I think having [an information session] so students are aware [would help],” Wallace said. "Everybody may not have social media [or] pay attention to their email, [and] more in-person opportunities to communicate with [SFS].”

Gore wanted to emphasize that communication with families and students would be constant and that students would know that they are being unregistered before it happens.

"If students have a family member or supporter who helps with paying the bill, they should add them as an authorized payer so that the supporter receives all important billing communications,” Gore said. "Students are always encouraged to contact SFS to discuss their individual circumstances and learn about various options available.”

CONTACT JREAVES@ITHACA.EDU

Ithaca College's billing system change from Quikpay, Nelnet and the 1098-T to Transact will impact students who are not on a payment plan and have not communicated about their financial situation.
Learn how to set boundaries and beat FOMO with peer coaches 
The Center of Student Success will be holding a workshop on setting boundaries and FOMO during the noon hour April 18 in the Cayuga Lake Room.

Peer success coaches will be hosting the discussion-based event and will be helping attendees prioritize daily tasks effectively and achieve a healthy work-life balance. The event will be offering lunch for participants.

Students have the chance to meet employers at Career Fair 
Ithaca College’s Health and Wellness Career Fair will be from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. April 18 in the Center of Health Sciences Atrium.

The event will serve as an opportunity for attendees to meet representatives from health and wellness organizations. Participants will be able to network, learn about career options and have the opportunity to learn about full-time jobs or shadowing opportunities.

Employers who will be attending the event will come from areas like Allied Health, Exercise Science, Public Health and Physician Assistants. If students have any questions, contact jfracchia@ithaca.edu.

2024 Lavender graduation will be celebrating LGBTQ+ graduates 
Ithaca College will be hosting a “Floats N’ Totes” event from 6 to 8 p.m. April 18 on the Lower Quads lawn. The outdoor event will be offering lunch for participants.

The event will come from areas like Allied Health, Exercise Science, Public Health and Physician Assistants. If students have any questions, contact jfracchia@ithaca.edu.

Celebrate AAPI heritage month with Focus Asia Month Banquet 
The Focus Asia Month Banquet will be from 6 to 9 p.m. April 19 in Emerson Suites. Focus Asia Month is celebrated annually by the Ithaca College community and will be in honor of Asian American and Pacific Islander Heritage month.

FAM is a celebration of AAPI heritage and is a place for Asian-American students, as well as all students interested in Asian and Asian-American culture to see and showcase Asian excellence.

FAM will hold a showcase with various performers from Ithaca College, Cornell University and the greater Ithaca community. Reserve a seat before attending.

Earth Day hike to Buttermilk Falls will be hosted by Nature Rx 
Nature Rx will be hosting an Earth Day hike from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. April 20. Hikers should meet the club at the Visitor Parking Lot at Campus Entrance to learn how to get from Ithaca College’s campus to Buttermilk Falls through the natural lands.

The physical benefits of hiking include improved sleep and fitness, improved concentration and increased life satisfaction and decision-making.

Students should contact the Ithaca College Nature Rx at www.sciurata.org for more information.

Fulbright Chapter to hold Earth Day clean-up in Ithaca parks 
The Central New York Fulbright Chapter is holding an Earth Day park clean-up April 20 in parks around Ithaca. Volunteers and Syracuse to begin National Volunteer Week.

In Ithaca, volunteers will meet at a downtown location and work together to clean various parks. Gloves and trash bags will be provided.

After 60 to 90 minutes of volunteer work, volunteers will join at a restaurant for coffee, snacks, fun and community. The first four volunteers who sign up and attend the event will receive a free Fulbright Association T-shirt and all attendees will be treated to food and beverages at a focal stopping point after the volunteer event. Volunteers can sign up using the volunteer google form.

Explore post-graduate service opportunities through speaking panel 
The Community Service Committee at Ithaca College will be hosting “Exploring Post-Grad Service Opportunities Panel and Organization Fair.” Students will have an opportunity to hear from current IC faculty and staff members who worked with long-term service organizations after graduating and will be able to chat with recruiters from various volunteer organizations.

The event will be held from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. April 22 and will take place in the Clark and Klingerstein Lounges in Campus Center. Hors d’oeuvres will be served. Organizations in the panel include AmeriCorps, Jesuit Volunteer Corps, Franciscan Corps, City Year and Peace Corps.

Individuals with disabilities requiring accommodations should contact Sam Fiebig at sfiebig@ithaca.edu or 607-274-3310. Requests for accommodations should be made as soon as possible.

Deadline for 2024 Block 1 Fall Funding Requests due April 21 
The final meeting for the Appropriations Committee for the Student Governance Council will be held April 24 and budgets for funding requests for Block 1 Fall 2024 for student organizations need to be in by April 21.

The requests can be for travel or programming for Block 1 Fall 2024. The Appropriations Committee will be taking budget requests for operational budgets for the Fall 2024 semester.

Only student organizations that have completed their Spring 2024 semester Leading @IC requirements are eligible to request Fall 2024 funding during this semester. If there are any questions, students can email sgbusiness@ithaca.edu.

Join the Alzheimer’s Mini Walk at Longview Residential Facility 
The Longview Adult Residential Facility and the Ithaca College community will come together in the fight against Alzheimer’s on a mini walk from 1 to 3 p.m. April 19.

Opening remarks will start at Longview’s Patio Home Circle at 1:15 p.m. Participants can join for the entire walk or a portion of it. The Longview shuttle will be available to transport participants after the event. The event is free and open to the public. Individuals with disabilities requiring accommodations should contact Bree Nash at bhass@longviewithaca.org.

PUBLIC SAFETY INCIDENT LOG

SELECTED ENTRIES FROM APRIL 1 TO 7

APRIL 1

CRIMINAL TAMPERING T H R E E E V E N T S

LOCATION: Upper Quads
SUMMARY: Caller reported an unknown person took a stop sign and the person responsible was a student. Sergeant Bryan Verzosa responded.

MAKING GRAFFITI

LOCATION: Upper Quads
SUMMARY: Officer reported unknown person wrote graffiti. Sergeant Bryan Verzosa responded. This incident is a pending investigation.

APRIL 2

SCC COLLEGE REGULATIONS

LOCATION: Center Common
SUMMARY: Officer reported person flying a drone. Sergeant John Elmore provided the person a warning for violation of the law or the Student Conduct Code.

FIRE ALARM SMOKE INVESTIGATION

LOCATION: Terrace 12
SUMMARY: Simplex reported a fire alarm. Activated was caused by smoke from an overloaded washing machine. Master Patrol Officer Robert Jones responded.

CRIMINAL MISCHIEF 4TH DEGREE

LOCATION: E-lot
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown person damaged a parked vehicle. Patrol officer Matthew Patrick responded. This is a pending investigation.

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE/ ILLNESS RELATED

LOCATION: Garden Apartments 26
SUMMARY: Caller reported a person having an allergic reaction. The person declined medical assistance.

APRIL 3

SENIOR AIRPLANE INCIDENT INVESTIGATION

LOCATION: Terraces
SUMMARY: Officer reported unknown person crashed an airplane. Sergeant Sean Murphy responded. This is a pending investigation.

APRIL 4

MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT/ PERSONAL INJURY

LOCATION: Terrace Commons
SUMMARY: Patrol officer Alex Hitchcock reported a three-car personal injury motor vehicle accident. One person had injuries to their neck, shoulder and hands and they were transported to the hospital by ambulance.

MAKING GRAFFITI

LOCATION: Terraces
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown person wrote graffiti on foliage. This is a pending investigation. Sergeant Bryan Verzosa completed the investigation.

APRIL 5

SCC COLLEGE REGULATIONS

LOCATION: Palermo Dining Hall
SUMMARY: Caller reported a person sleeping in a lounge. Ithaca Police Officer Jack Nelson issued two people a warning. The people responsible were warned for violation of the law or the Student Conduct Code.

APRIL 6

HARASSMENT 2ND DEGREE

LOCATION: East Tower
SUMMARY: Caller reported person sent unwanted text messages after they were told to stop. Master Patrol Officer Robert Jones responded. This is a pending investigation.

APRIL 7

SCC IRRESPONSIBLE USE OF ALCOHOL/DRUGS

LOCATION: Circle Hall
SUMMARY: Caller reported an intoxicated person fell and hit their head. The person was taken into custody under the mental hygiene law and was transported to the hospital by ambulance and referred to conduct. Patrol officer Joe Cloke responded and referred to the Officer of Student Conduct and Community standards.

KEY

SCC – Student Conduct Code
V&T – Vehicle & Transportation
EH&S – Environmental Health and Safety

Full public safety log available online at www.thetheithacan.org.
Housing decisions must regard students’ needs

Ithaca College prides itself on being a residential college. However, this translates to students being required to live on campus for three years before moving off campus. While some may argue that this policy fosters community, the realities of on-campus housing are less than ideal.

For many students living in dorms, the cost does not match the quality of buildings. Some residence halls are over 50 years old, with lower Quad opening in 1963 while Towers and Terraces were built in 1965. Students have voiced concerns about bathrooms, rodents and overall poor infrastructure in residence halls.

Most recently, there have been issues with overheated in residence halls, with clothes even catching fire in a dryer in Holmes Hall. For a standard two-person dorm room, these issues are accompanied by a $9,160 price tag per year.

For upperclassmen, Gardens and Circles are the closest many students can get to off-campus living. These apartments are somewhat newer, but the limited availability of these apartments means many upperclassmen are still living in standard residence halls up through their junior year of college. This prevents students from experiencing life skills like cooking for themselves and taking care of an apartment. Furthermore, the costs of these apartments are high — a single bed in Circles costs $13,279 per year and a bed in Gardens costs $11,153 per year.

The Ithacan

New billing system harms students and affects equity

The price of higher education is a cost heavy on many students’ minds. At Ithaca College, the cost of tuition, room and board and other fees totals $75,013. Because of this price, a majority of students rely on financial aid in pursuit of their degree. However, recent changes to the billing system make the college even more financially inaccessible.

Starting Aug. 15, the college will be unregistering students who have outstanding debts between $7,000 — $10,000 that have not been paid by Aug. 10. Rather than contemplating why students are struggling to pay their bills on time, this new policy dismisses student needs, instead creating another massive financial barrier to higher education.

While this policy has the potential to affect all students, it will be especially harmful to students who grew up in lower-income households, students who identify as first-generation and students of color, increasing already-evident inequity. The college cannot claim to be a space that advocates for diversity and inclusion while simultaneously implementing policies that uphold systemic classism and racism that are rampant in higher academia.

The number one reason students cite for dropping out of college is financial concerns, according to a CNBC article. With the new billing system in place, this issue has the potential to intensify at the college.

Students should not be forced out of their classes, their schools and their community because they cannot pay thousands of dollars prior to the semester even starting. There must be some sense of grace and support for students who are eager to learn, regardless of their financial situation.

The financial inaccessibility of higher education perpetuates stark inequities in our society. If the college truly wants to be a “place of progress” — a school that prioritizes community and inclusion — then it must revise the billing system to be more understanding of students’ financial situations.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

I could not agree more with the commentary by Nathan Zigun in the April 11th issue of the online version of The Ithacan regarding the implication of the “bomber” college mascot. Although I live in Portland, Oregon, I remain engaged and support Ithaca College after retiring in 2012 having served on the faculty in the physical therapy department for 32 years. My son is a 2002 graduate from the Park School of Communication, so I am also aware of the perspectives of alumni. My concern is the message the term “bomber” conveys, especially when there is global turmoil involving destructive bombs. I experienced a clear example of this a few years ago when there was global conflict.

I was exercising in a local gym wearing a shirt with the college’s logo and bomber term. An individual approached me and inquired if that represented institutional support for the conflict. I said No and explained that it was the mascot of the institution. That was the last time I wore that shirt in public. At the gym, I now proudly wear a t-shirt with the college’s logo and the statement, ITHACA COLLEGE Department of Physical Therapy. I welcome inquiries that occur regarding the College and program, not commonly known on the West Coast.

Another example is a photo in the January 25, 2024 issue of online version The Ithacan I received that accompanied a question in the Trivia section. The question was “In 2010 when Ithaca College began its mascot search, what was one of the potential mascots?” The photo portrayed a student-athlete with a football jersey about to throw a torpedo looking bomb with the college’s logo and BOMBERS printed on the side of the bomb. Is that the image we should display for the Ithaca College community, especially when there is massive violence across the globe?

I fully understand the nature of strength in athletic competition and complexity in changing the mascot, but I support an analysis of the appropriateness of the current mascot and complexity in changing the mascot, but I support an analysis of the appropriateness of the current mascot. ITHACA COLLEGE Department of Physical Therapy. I welcome inquiries that occur regarding the College and program, not commonly known on the West Coast.

I received that accompanied a question in the Trivia section. The question was “In 2010 when Ithaca College began its mascot search, what was one of the potential mascots?” The photo portrayed a student-athlete with a football jersey about to throw a torpedo looking bomb with the college’s logo and BOMBERS printed on the side of the bomb. Is that the image we should display for the Ithaca College community, especially when there is massive violence across the globe? I fully understand the nature of strength in athletic competition and complexity in changing the mascot, but I support an analysis of the appropriateness of the current mascot and complexity in changing the mascot, but I support an analysis of the appropriateness of the current mascot.

Submitted by Michael A Pagliarulo, Emeritus Professor, Department of Physical Therapy
Students face intense stress

By Gabe Hendershot

College is an advantageous time for many young adults because there are so many academic, social and career opportunities available to them. This is a sentiment echoed constantly by parents and, for the most part, it is true. It’s the messaging hidden behind statements like this that can cause a problem.

“Academic validation” is a term thrown around quite a bit. For kids who received praise at a young age within the classroom, it can become a significant part of their self-image. This relationship is cyclical; the more a student is praised for good academic performance, the more effort and time they will put into their studies to continue receiving that praise. When academics become the only important thing, any mistake a student makes can feel catastrophic.

Not only does this early dependence on academic validation skew how a student may view themselves, do the messaging they receive. So much of the information and opinions that young academics are exposed to are focused on the negative, systemic issues of their time. A knowledge and level of comprehension for current events is an important part of living on this earth, but it is easy to become overwhelmed by it.

Dependence on academic validation mixed with the impending doom of the future puns intense pressure and many attending colleges and universities across the country. There is a desire to do everything you can during your education to minimize the benefits, a sense that this is the only opportunity to create a better life. All of this is because there is so much pressure from outside forces to do as much as possible.

There are a couple of flaws in trying to do everything all the time. The first is that it is plainly unrealistic. Additionally, in an attempt to be involved in as many areas as possible, students often begin to fall short. When this happens, as a result of overextending yourself, a student’s self-image may be damaged by these shortcomings. If you place a significant portion of your self-worth on academics, you will struggle to show yourself grace when you start to lose out on all that validation. One of the most valuable parts of a college education is self-awareness. Learning how much they are capable of doing, and doing well, is information that will help students long into their futures. It is something we can only learn through trial and error. Still, there is something deeper and more important here.

We all strive to lead lives that make us feel happy and content. Contentment, however, lies inside us. External validation, academic or otherwise, can only serve to supplement our internal well-being. We must work hard to create our own happiness. The only external validation that counts is the happiness you find in your career without a solid balance between happiness and only use external validation as a side force to do as much as possible.

External validation, academic or otherwise is something deeper and more important here. It is also important that students recognize the importance of this and take part in things they are passionate about. Some opportunities that young academics have is a student’s formal education. Extracurriculars, internships, student events, study abroad opportunities and more expand perspectives and truly cultivate a deeper understanding of what students may be passionate about.

College is more than just academics

By Camille Broek

On one Friday every month, I host late-night programming with my student organization, IC After Dark. ICA was formed in 2001 to create late-night events on Ithaca College’s campus. It has since stayed true to that original mission and continues to be one of a few main student organizations that function to serve the need of large-scale programming for all students. Through my involvement, I have seen the importance of spaces like IC After Dark events. It’s spaces like this that promote inclusion and foster safe, fun environments for any student.

Oftentimes when one thinks about higher education, they think about the experiences students have inside the classroom. Many individuals don’t think about how college extends far beyond a student’s academics. It’s the events and groups they are a part of or the volunteering they do in the community. It’s activities like these where students often discover their passions, develop critical life skills and form lasting connections and friendships. It’s important that these higher education institutions promote the importance of this and take part in things they are passionate about. Some opportunities that young academics have is a student’s formal education. Extracurriculars, internships, student events, study abroad opportunities and more expand perspectives and truly cultivate a deeper understanding of what students may be passionate about.

Spaces and opportunities for individuals outside of academics also serve as hubs for social interaction and community building. In my time with ICA and by working in the Office of Student Engagement, I have seen how events and student organizations foster a sense of belonging. ICAD hosts a Casino Night each fall and I have seen how this is a space where any student can connect with peers, laugh, gamble and form meaningful relationships with all kinds. With Ithaca College being a primarily residential institution, these spaces become increasingly crucial to fostering a vibrant campus culture and promoting social inclusion.

Ithaca College needs to continue to commit itself to experiences, spaces and offices that support students outside of the classroom as much as they can. Investing in and prioritizing these avenues is crucial for ensuring that every student receives an enriching four years on South Hill. The skills students will gain and the opportunities they get to be a part of will serve them well when their college experience comes to a close.

Camille Broek (she/her) is a senior communication management and design major. Contact her at cbroek@ithaca.edu.

Cinemapolis is a space for community

By Matt Minton

When I first stepped foot into Cinemapolis as an introverted first-year student struggling to find my place, I immediately felt a sense of belonging within Ithaca’s independent film scene. From creating the smiles at the box office to deciding what season I wanted on my popcorn, I knew it would be just the first trip of many throughout my college years.

Going to Cinemapolis quickly became a weekly tradition, making me realize how beautiful, strange and ultimately rewarding it can be to share a piece of media with friends. From the minute we walked in the front doors and sat at the box office to deciding what something I wanted on my popcorn, I knew it would be just the first trip of many throughout my college years.

In the confusing, often overwhelming process that is moving to college, I was lucky enough to find a place I could truly call home. Having a place like Cinemapolis such a short drive away is an extraordinarily rare opportunity that more people should take advantage of. Having a place like Cinemapolis such a short drive away is an extraordinarily rare opportunity that more people should take advantage of. Having a place like Cinemapolis such a short drive away is an extraordinarily rare opportunity that more people should take advantage of. Having a place like Cinemapolis such a short drive away is an extraordinarily rare opportunity that more people should take advantage of.

It is the kind of environment that is moving to college, I was lucky enough to find a place I could truly call home. Having a place like Cinemapolis such a short drive away is an extraordinarily rare opportunity that more people should take advantage of. Having a place like Cinemapolis such a short drive away is an extraordinarily rare opportunity that more people should take advantage of. Having a place like Cinemapolis such a short drive away is an extraordinarily rare opportunity that more people should take advantage of. Having a place like Cinemapolis such a short drive away is an extraordinarily rare opportunity that more people should take advantage of.

Senior Matt Minton writes about the importance of local theaters, like Cinemapolis, in fostering a sense of community.

Cinemapolis makes true efforts to reach and accommodate as many audiences as possible, making movie-going more accessible. Beyond going to Cinemapolis specifically, my hope is that more people will go out of their comfort zone and take a chance on new kinds of films. Films that maybe they haven’t heard of before, or with actors that they aren’t immediately familiar with. I understand how difficult it can be as college students to make the time to go see a movie. But places like Cinemapolis and Cornell Cinema, too, are vital to our collective culture.

Looking back over the past three years at Ithaca, whether I was having a rough day or just feeling overwhelmed and depressed about the state of the world, Cinemapolis was always there for me. I know it can provide that feeling for so many other people too. While I may never get my popcorn order down, I know I can always rely on a trip to the theater when I need it. For my money, you can’t go wrong with any of the top movies offered through Cinemapolis.

Matt Minton (they/them) is a senior writing for film, television and emerging media past. Contact them at mminton@ithaca.edu.
Senior Emily Trage, junior Riley Rhoder and senior April Morales are student directors of this year’s New Voices Festival at Ithaca College.

BY JACQUELYN REAVES

NEWSLETTER EDITOR

Seven newly published authors will read excerpts of their stories at Buffalo Street Books on April 24. This is a part of the Ithaca College writing department’s annual New Voices Festival, which has been occurring for over 10 years. The festival is being held from April 24-26 and places an emphasis on platforming women and writers of color.

The festival was founded in 2013 by Chris Holmes, associate professor and chair of the English Department, and Eleanor Henderson, a professor in Department of Writing, with the intention of giving a platform to new authors and allowing students to interact with authors personally.

Every part of the festival, from the authors chosen to the panel discussions being hosted, has been curated by a group of students who have spent the whole semester planning the event. The festival allows students to engage with authors on a personal level through attending live readings, panels about the writers’ intersectional identities and how that relates to their work.

Holmes said that with the evolution of the event, he saw the importance of having diverse authors, as he encouraged conversation between groups, especially when the field they work in does not cater to them. He said the festival in 2023 showed him how important representation is for students who may not see people who share their identities in the career they pursue.

“Last year’s festival ended up being all women and majority women of color,” Holmes said. “They immediately had a bond that everyone could feel. They enjoyed each other so much. They felt so comfortable with each other, and they were able to have dialogues about things that are true to people who have been kept out, gate kept out of some of the big spaces in the literary world.”

The festival this year has a variety of authors who identify as women of color—authors like Claire Jiménez, whose stories reflect the life she has led as a Puerto Rican woman who grew up in New York City. Holmes said that with each year the festival continues to think about platforming diverse authors.

The invited authors are paired with a student-guide who has the responsibility of helping the author they are matched with find where they need to go or answer any questions they have about the event. Student-guides study the works of the authors chosen and have to present an introduction on the author they choose.

Senior Emily Trage, one of the student directors who worked on this year’s festival, said that being heavily involved in the planning of the festival and studying the authors’ published work gave her the rare opportunity to connect with an author on a personal level.

“The more established an author gets in the literary world, the harder it is to access them, the harder it is to make a personal connection with them,” Trage said. “They’ve just gone through the experience of putting their work out there for the first time. It’s really important for students to be able to see that that’s like [and] ask questions to connect with these authors and their experiences.”

Holmes is still the faculty director of the festival. He said that when creating the festival with Henderson they wanted the festival to be different each year, evolving to adapt to what students care about. The writers are chosen by the student directors, meaning that each work has a special connection to the students who have been studying it. This year, there will be a staged reading of the play “I’m Gonna Marry You Today Like Ma” written by Samantha Hurley ’18 in the Hoerner Theater.

“We wanted it to be different from other college-based literary festivals,” Holmes said. “The way to make it truly an Ithaca College event was to make it something that individual groups of students were responsible for every year.”

Holmes said the festival changing based on the students who run it not only helps maintain interest with the event, but allows writers to see the impact that their work has on the community. “[The event] would change and grow and evolve based on student interest,” Holmes said. “Getting students involved makes the writers feel a lot more because they’re excited that students are reading and know a lot about their work.”

Jacob White, associate professor in the Department of Writing and faculty director of the festival, said he was honored at the amount of effort students put into knowing his work and managing the event. “In 2015, I was a new voice author,” White said. “It was really touching to see from that perspective how much care and preparation the students put into hosting the writers. [It] was super fun. I was fairly new to the Ithaca community and I got to give readings, engage in panel discussions and party with the other six writers at the time who were visiting.”

Erica Berry, one of the authors featured in the festival this year for her book “Wolfish,” said that creating productive conversation around careers in a creative industry is important, especially when pursuing a career in writing.

“This insight is valuable for students involved with the festival, as there are no required majors to become a student director. The student directors this year are Trage, senior writing major April Morales and junior English major Riley Rhoder. Berry said that when she was growing up she thought that being an author was not a viable career for someone who did not already have wealth.

“I did not know anyone who was an author,” Berry said. “I didn’t see it really as a career path. The people that I did know doing it were married to someone who was really rich. There is no one path to being an author and what students will hear at the New Voices Festival is that each of us has taken different routes to make creative work [or] paid work [and sometimes] those things are the same.”

First-year student Mina Jones, when hearing about the festival, said she appreciated the opportunities the New Voices Festival gives students.

“As a liberal arts major, it can be hard to network,” Jones said. “You have to really put yourself out there. Even when you do put yourself out there, you can be hard to find people that will take you seriously. It’s great that they have a festival specifically for literary arts because writing is important.”

Although the festival starts on April 24, the student directors said their authors have already spoken to help prepare the students for the festival. Trage said that as a student director, there is a build-up of anticipation for meeting the authors because of how long they have been studying their work.

“We’ve spent all semester studying their work and geeking out over these books together,” Trage said. “I finally be able to connect with them as people as well, is a really fulfilling experience.”

CONTACT: JREAVES@ITHACA.EDU
Park Promotions plans its very first Park Convention

BY NOA RAN-RESSLER
INVESTIGATIVE EDITOR

A new exhibition experience is coming to Ithaca College. The Park Convention, hosted by Park Promotions, will showcase student work from across the Roy H. Park School of Communications’ 10 majors and nine minors. The inaugural Park Convention will take place from 2 to 6 p.m. April 19 on the third floor of Hall Park.

Park Promotions Manager Mickie Quinn said the idea for the structure of the convention came from a similar event at the The School of Music, Theatre, and Dance.

“Students were telling us about this thing that Dillingham does,” Quinn said. “It’s like they’re doing a science fair where students get to exhibit things they’re working on and really get a chance to speak passionately about these projects. They said Park should do something like that. … From there, the idea started to grow.”

Junior Julia Freitor, a member of the convention’s production team, said she was the lead for the convention. She said there are majors, minors, extra-curriculars and projects at the Park School that many students are not aware of.

“Our students are complaining that we don’t know what the other people do,” Freitor said. “We all do our own separate thing. … So [we] took that insight and wanted to make an event that would bridge that gap.”

Freitor said the convention will not only provide a space for students to exhibit their work beyond the classroom, but will also give students a chance to get feedback from their work from faculty, staff and other students.

“It just feels wrong to do all this work for so long for a semester-long project and then only present it to your class for a grade,” Freitor said. “I feel like there are things that we’re learning and we should be able to share with other people.”

Senior Kaylee Maietta, one of Park Promotions’ project managers who is working on the convention team, said the goal of the convention is to share projects beyond isolated film screenings and end-of-year showings.

“I think [the convention] has the potential to be a really cool annual event that can be a real platform to all the majors and students to promote to all the majors to ensure diversity among submissions, and planning the dates and location. Once all of those elements are together—that being, what’s it being presented, how it’s being presented, all the things we need to come together,” Quinn said. “We’ll make sure that people show up and it’s successful and then we’ll have [the media] there to make sure it’s documented and covered. Also, the after sending thank you notes to everyone.”

Freitor Olivia Celenza said via email that she will be presenting her musical “Arkhamites” — which she wrote with junior Sam Wurde-mann — at the Park Convention.

“It’s a creative endeavor that she is proud of and wants to share it with others,” Freitor said.

“I was able to grow as a creator and a collaborator as well as find a family that has touched my heart forever,” Celenza said via email. “That’s why it’s a no-brainer to showcase, because everyone involved gave everything they had to us, and I will always be grateful.”

Quinn said that once the convention is established, the opportunities to share ideas and projects can expand beyond poster boards.

“We hope this growing is needing to do this in the Emerson Suites and to make it eventually grow to where there are speakers and students can hold panel discussions about different topics.”

Quinn said, “It’s really a Park-student-driven on Park content.”

Freitor said the applications have been impressive and she is excited to see how everyone presents their projects.

“It’s been so cool to see what people work on,” Freitor said. “We’re breaking down the stigma of floors of Park, bridging together the gap. Never after this will there be a question of what does this major do? We should — we will — know.”

CONTACT: MCHRISTAKIS@ITHACA.EDU

KATALYST K-Pop sparkles with rhythm and style

BY MARIA-ANGELICA CHRISTAKIS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

An electrifying atmosphere took over the stage as all 17 members of KATALYST K-Pop took part in their opening number, “Bouncy (K-Hot Chili Peppers)” by boy group ATEEZ. Every member of ATEEZ was promoted to the team lead for the convention. They were finally able to end their year of COVID-19, taking a gap year and studying abroad; they were finally able to end their time in KATALYST with a bang. It can be difficult to connect with a showcase, but the end result showed their teamwork and collaboration paid off.

“The planning was asking a lot of the other members who have done it before, advice on what they did last year,” Pavelle said. “Overall, the process has gone pretty well. It’s not gone without stress, that’s an impossible thing. I think, overall, we handled it very nicely as a team and I’m really proud of how far we’ve come.”

As for the showcase’s theme last year of “OUR WORLD” by boy group SEVENTEEN, this year KATALYST brought the same title back, but to a whole new level. Pavelle said that while they may share the same name, this year brought an entirely new aesthetic.

“We wanted to have the theme be centered around the group number. Last year our theme was kind of more cutey and fun,” Pavelle said. “We kind of wanted to switch it up. Since a lot of people in the group real-

ly like ATEEZ, it would be a really fun, hype opening number for our theme.”

It takes another level of dedication to perform these intense K-pop choreographies, especially back to back during the showcase. First-year student Salem Szalay said the commitment is rooted in the team’s group effort.

“A lot of K-pop in particular functions in the group being able to trust each other,” Szalay says. “It takes that level of trust and community to keep the team going and I think that has been my favorite part of the experience.”

KATALYST is heavily supported by their alumni, friends and family. Following their showcase and even helped with planning. They were also given the opportunity to teach and perform their own number.

Alumni and former e-board member, Gabby Shapiro, 23, said that with her knowl-
edge from past experiences with the group, she was able to guide the current e-board. Shapiro was not only working toward planning, but advocating for expressing interests and cracking the K-pop stigma.

“When you’re in a certain fandom space, whether you’re crazy about it or not, people still judge you for it,” Shapiro said. “It meant a lot to me to be surrounded by people who share the same taste and they’re all just genuinely really great people, they’re kind of like a family to me.”

First-year student Gabbi Patino said she came to the show because her friend was a K-pop fanatic and was unsure of what the show had in store for her.

“As someone who doesn’t really know anything about K-pop outside of the main-stream, I thought it was really cool seeing the intricacies of the dances and how dedicated all the members were.” Patino said. “I could tell they were all really passionate about it and it’s cool that there’s a group on campus where they can bond over their shared interest.”

Sophomore Elizabeth David said she joined KATALYST her first year after she developed an interest for K-pop in high school, drove her to audition for KATALYST.

“At first it was a way to come and dance to college, but I’ve come to love this community, they are so much fun to be around, there is no one else I’d rather guts to K-pop about – I love them,” David said.

KATALYST K-Pop had their showcase titled “OUR WORLD EP2: BANDIT” on April 12 in Emerson Suites, featuring 19 different dance numbers of the 23 that evening.
Maggie Rogers ensures she’s not forgotten

ALBUM REVIEW: “Don’t Forget Me” Debay Sounds LLC

Maggie Rogers released her newest album, “Don’t Forget Me,” on April 12, featuring a personal reflection of her past, present and the future that is held in store for her, for better or worse.

‘Civil War’ leaves much unexplored and unclear

MOVIE REVIEW: “CIVIL WAR” A24

Lee Smith (Kirsten Dunst) and Jessie (Cailee Spaeny) attempt to reach the end of her reflection and is turning a chapter—the same idea seen sonically throughout “Don’t Forget Me.” Throughout the album, there’s a blend of old and new, of songs that have a springtime freshness to them followed by gritty, funky tracks for fast paced nights, a trip to the past for a moment of relief in the present. As she settles into her new chapter of sound, Rogers does the same with herself, making peace with her past while winding down her journey of reflection on a confident note, a reminder that she’s been there all along and everything she’s learned in the past will find its way into her future.
crossword
By Quill Driver Books

ACROSS
1 Winslet or Beckinsale
5 Flattened bottle
10 Lifesaving procedure, for short
13 “How sweet – –!”
14 Above the horizon
15 – -dieu
16 Walk
17 Bee Gees’ “Stayin’ –”
18 Indy 500, e.g.
19 Horse-drawn carriage
21 Outlawed
23 Set up
26 – Rica
29 Totality
30 “– Marner”
34 “Born in the –”
51 Novelist – Levin
52 Far from one another
54 Unappreciated
57 Getting – fast
60 Follow secretly
64 – vera
65 Evaluates
66 Online thumbs-up
69 Saucy
70 Spy
71 Barnyard mom
72 Boy
73 Appears to be
74 Smack

DOWN
1 Smooth
2 Alaskan island
3 Level
4 Vivacity
5 Wears away
6 Diamond –
7 “Well, – – see it...”
8 “The Barber of _”
9 Bell sound
10 Outcrop
11 12-point type
12 Bobbin
15 Foretell
20 Make into law

sudoku

easy

hard

very easy

Answers to last issue’s sudoku:
STAFF BATTLES CHANGES IN STRENGTH PROGRAM

BY JESS MOSKOWITZ

In February, Ithaca College announced that longtime head coach of strength and conditioning, Vic Brown, announced his resignation from the department. To fill the void, a young group of strength and conditioning coaches and graduate assistants have fought to maintain stability through continuing change.

After 10 years of service at Ithaca College, Brown said he wished to be closer to his family. Following Brown’s departure, Ben Fleet, who served as the assistant strength and conditioning coach since August 2022, assumed the interim head position. Fleet said he sees this new role as an opportunity to continue building on Brown’s legacy, and is working to try and maintain a high standard for the program.

“Coach Brown was an incredible and still is an incredible mentor for me,” Fleet said. “And Vic did a great job of leaving this program in a really good spot, where I try to continue that vision of success.”

Maddox Mulligan, assistant coach of the women’s lacrosse team and member of the strength and conditioning team, said she found Brown was leaving when the rest of the campus community did but feels as though he left the program in good shape.

“She stood out just as everybody else did, but I feel as though Vic did a really good job of making sure that everything was set to go before he left,” Mulligan said. “Scheduling and programming wise, he pretty much left us with a plan for the rest of the year, so it’s been pretty smooth.”

The program operates with the help of a team of graduate assistants who work to create and manage strength and conditioning plans for athletes across the Ithaca College campus. Mulligan said the transition has shifted since Brown’s departure and has impacted the grad assistants.

“The grad assistants from last semester left, so there’s been definitely a lot more hours — a lot more teams to cover,” Mulligan said. “It would definitely say it’s a beneficial thing. … It’s a good chance for people to have to fill roles with a little bit more responsibility and get more experience.”

Will McGennis, a first-year graduate student who works primarily with men’s lacrosse, said that while this transition period has led to the team being short-staffed, it has not hindered the ability to provide for the student athletes.

“In addition to Vic, our staff really got reduced by three to five people here at IC,” McGennis said. “But our team is a very supportive one, and the coaches have really experienced no loss, so to speak, in attention toward them and their teams. Myself and the other graduate assistants, Fleet and our interns do a fantastic job every day that we’re in the weight room, providing an atmosphere that allows everyone to succeed — where everyone’s taken care of.”

Fleet said that making sure the graduate assistants are serving the campus athletic community with transparency is important.

“I can’t be in two places at once, so I can’t see everything that [graduate assistants are] doing all the time, but we meet every single week, meeting often and we meet for a long time, and we talk about what they’re doing with their teams, what’s going well, what isn’t going well, what needs adjustments,” Fleet said. “At the end of the day, I have a good communication line with everybody involved.”

Cristea Park, a fifth-year member of the golf team, said she recognized and appreciates the way Fleet has gone about this transition while also noting the transition has led to difficulties in familiarizing with staff and assurance.

“I think Fleet is doing a great job and trying his best, but a lot of us really liked Vic, and all of us had so much respect for him,” Park said. “Mentally, I really trusted him, and so I feel like transitioning into a period where Vic is slightly difficult.”

Fleet said this emphasis on making sure the teams are still provided with equitable time and resources are of top importance as navigating this sudden transition period.

“At the end of the day, I want everybody on our single team to get exactly what they need,” Fleet said. “I’m going to do everything in my power to be equitable and give [the athletes] the support that they want and that they deserve.”

One way Fleet intends to prioritize the athletes is by working to establish a culture of trust within the strength and conditioning program. Fleet said that creating trust, not only between himself and the athletes, but solidifying the trust between him and the graduate assistants is a priority for him.

“To keep building that trust every single day that we’re here the past two semesters, it has been very helpful and very reassuring for me to know that I can lean on them, and they can do a great job for our athletes,” Fleet said. “Everything that they apply to their programs comes through me, and I have to see it before, you know, they go — so we can really build that trust and I can have a good understanding of what they’re doing.”

Moving forward, Fleet is confident in the program he is working to create.

The Ithaca College strength and conditioning program has gotten younger and smaller since the departure of head coach Vic Brown. In the interim, graduate students have taken a bigger role.

“If the grad assistants are always here to support, they are passionate and are very good at what they do,” Curley said. “Taylor Volmrich especially helped me — as well as the tennis teams — during our first semester. They would guide us on how to properly do exercises and push us to do our best.”

Volmrich is a fifth-year athlete on the rowing team and has worked as an intern and a grad assistant in the strength and conditioning department. One challenge Volmrich found throughout this transition period is making sure that the people in the weight room are really wanting to be there and to help.

“For our grad assistants, half are mental performance concentration students,” Volmrich said. “They’re not strength and conditioning focused, and it’s a little bit easier with their experiences, if they actually want to be there in the weight room. So I think working to make sure they can really get people that are wanting and prepared to go into the weight room is important.”

Volmrich said that highlighting the opportunities in the internship program could help aid the transition. Volmrich said that sharing more light on the program will lead to more ready and able people to help out with the strength and conditioning staff.

“In the internship program, you’re getting a lot of trust, experience and guided learning to develop your skills,” Volmrich said. “I think that would make it a little bit easier to have more students on the ground.”

Sports Editor Billy Wood contributed reporting to this story.
Chronic rescheduling keeps baseball away from home

BY NOA RAN-RESSLER
INVESTIGATIVE EDITOR

With upstate New York weather as unpredictable as it is, the Ithaca College baseball team has had to make numerous adjustments this season to accommodate a weather-resistant schedule. Freeman Field is a natural dirt and grass field, not a synthetic surface, which means a game can be played on white tilth.

Logistics

Susan Bassett ’79, director of Intercollegiate Athletics and Campus Recreation, and associate vice president of student affairs, said the field has to naturally drain after heavy rain or snow. The college’s softball field, Kenstomy Field, drains better than the baseball diamond because it is higher on the hill. Softball players can usually get back to practice sooner after heavy precipitation.

“The coaches, including the opposing coaches and our coaches, communicate quite a bit and start thinking about possibilities where they can move things,” Bassett said.

Head baseball coach David Valesente said that when making a game, he needs to coordinate with multiple parties to make sure both teams have access to a facility, transportation and athletic trainers.

Bassett said the protocol for deciding to move a game includes looking at weather forecasts a week in advance. Valesente said the condition of the field plays a significant role in the decision.

“If our field is wet and they’re calling for rain in the next three days and there’s no time for it to dry out, there’s a pretty good chance we won’t be able to play at home,” Valesente said. “It’s just communicating with the opposing coaches. We have this backup plan.”

Solutions

Bassett said the college has two main solutions when Freeman Field is unplayable: Booth Baseball Field at Cornell University and Gutchess Lambers Sports Complex in Cortland. As of April 18, the college has played two games at Booth Field, three at Gutchess and two at Maine Endwell High School, compared to the three games on Freeman Field.

If the college has a home series against a team with a turf field and Ithaca’s weather looks rocky, the series could get moved to the opposing team’s turf, as the college did with its April 6-7 series against the Rochester Institute of Technology.

Senior pitcher John Griffin said his professors have been accommodating when he needs to miss class for a game. He said one of the hardest aspects of dealing with weather disruptions is deciding when to play, and Ithaca is a very supportive institution when it comes to student-athletes and competition.

Impact on student-athletes

Valesente said the coaching staff works with players to make sure they know about schedule changes early in the week and to communicate class conflicts with professors.

“They have the ability to communicate with them,” Valesente said. “Know about schedule changes and make up work that needs to be done. And, take class. It’s a very supportive institution when it comes to students-athletes and competition.”

Sophomore slugger on pace to take home run crown

BY KHIARI BOLDEN
STAFF WRITER

When first baseman Laura Remia ’01 smacked 10 home runs in her inaugural college season, she entered her name into the Ithaca College softball record books with one of the best power-hitting seasons the school had seen.

But when she hit 15 as a sophomore, the entirety of Division III took notice. For over two decades, many of her school records have stood, unchallenged, until now.

To say sophomore catcher Haley Petrucci has been crushing softballs this season would be an understatement. Remia hit over a .650 average in her inaugural season, but one of the best in Division III history. As a first-year student, Petrucci hit over .500 with 11 home runs in just 11 games played. Her current slugging percentage is over .600 better than Remia’s best season as a Bomber.

Petrucci attributed her notable power spike to this season’s fruits of her preseason labor. Throughout the preseason, she worked with her coaches to refine her swing technique, putting in consistent effort to enhance her skills and performance on the field.

Junior shortstop Sela Scheinman said she admires Petrucci’s technique and attitude on the field.

“I love watching Haley hit,” Scheinman said. “She has one of the most sound swings I’ve ever seen. … I think she’s just a nice person.”

“I actually coached high school nine years prior to coming here. And I’ve coached with my daughter, who’s now 55, since the time she was nine. So I’ve been doing this a long time. She is a player that I believe I’ll always remember.”

Scheinman had similarly glowing praise for Petrucci, and she said Petrucci’s positivity and kindness make her a great person to be with.

“Haley is awesome,” Scheinman said. “She’s someone who you know is always gonna have your back. She’s always the one to look out for and to fall back on. So I think that’s one of the things that I worked hard to get back this year, after struggling through it last year. So I think the biggest thing is, I show up, and I enjoy myself and I have fun.”

Sophomore catcher Haley Petrucci is on pace to break Ithaca College softball’s single season home run record. Petrucci has hit 11 home runs through 21 games played.
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Polar Pardner

ILLUSTRATION BY JOSHUA PANTANO/THE ITHACAN

The Shoelace Carnival

ILLUSTRATION BY DJ BERCHOFF/THE ITHACAN

Death’s Door

ILLUSTRATION BY GEORGE ESPOSITO/THE ITHACAN

As Death, I get a bad rap. It’s not like I kill people, I just guide their souls to the afterlife. I even take them on my carriage, it’s actually very pleasant.

I think I just hit your car.

(Well most of the time anyways)
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Sophomore Aidan Owens performed in the Pitch Please Block IV concert April 13 in Emerson Suites. He sang “Everybody Wants to Rule the World” by Tears for Fears. Pitch Please is the only non-auditioned a capella group on campus. This was the group’s last concert of the semester and a send off for their senior students.